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DUCHENNE / BECKER MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (DMD/BMD) GENE MUTATIONTEST CONDUCTED

(MLPA)

RESULTS

DUCHENNE  BECKER MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY (DMD BMD) GEN

Not detected

Note

  1.This assay can be used for both males and females (carrier detection)

  2. It detects deletions in all 79 exons of the Dystrophin gene

  3.This assay does not detect small (point)mutations or changes that lie outside the target region of the 

      probes.Inversions/translocations too will not be detected.If there is a strong suspicion of DMD / BMD,

      sequencing of the entire 79 exons is recommended

  4. In case inhibition is detected, a repeat sample is recommended

Comment

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) and Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD) are X-linked recessive 

disorders caused by mutations of the DMD gene located at Xp21 which codes for the dystrophin protein. In 

DMD patients, dystrophin is virtually absent; whereas BMD patients have 10% to 40% of the normal amount. 

Thus DMD is more severe as compared to BMD.  DMD is the most common muscle disease in children, with 

an incidence of around 1 in 3500 live born males. As it is a X-linked disorder, and chances are more that the 

defective X-chromosome was inherited from the mother, carrier testing for the mother and her female children 

is recommended. Prenatal diagnostic testing and Genetic counseling is advised.
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             -------------------------------End of report --------------------------------
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IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS

*Test results released pertain to the specimen submitted .*All test results are dependent on the quality of the sample received by the Laboratory . 

*Laboratory investigations are only a tool to facilitate in arriving at a diagnosis and should be clinically correlated by the Referring Physician .*Sample 

repeats are accepted on request of Referring Physician within 7 days post reporting.*Report delivery may be delayed due to unforeseen 

circumstances. Inconvenience is regretted.*Certain tests may require further testing at additional cost for derivation of exact value. Kindly submit 

request within 72 hours post reporting.*Test results may show interlaboratory variations .*The Courts/Forum at Delhi shall have exclusive 

jurisdiction in all disputes/claims concerning the test(s) & or results of test(s).*Test results are not valid for medico legal purposes. * Contact 

customer care Tel No. +91-11-39885050 for all queries related to test results.

(#) Sample drawn from outside source.
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